
Exercises for the use of SMOKA
MOIRCS data

(SMOKA; http://smoka.nao.ac.jp/index.jsp)

SMOKA (Subaru Mitaka Okayama Kiso Archive system) provides several search-
ing interfaces, tools and information. In this exercise, the frames which meet some
conditions are first searched with ”Advanced Search” and then downloaded
through FTP.

1.)Search frames with advanced search, which meet the following conditions, and
answer the number of frames found. In the following questions, select only MOIRCS
as Instrument and imaging mode (IMAG) as Observation Mode. For
Data Type, choose all data types.

A.) Search frames observed between 1 Sep 2006 and 2 Sep 2006 in UT (Universal
Time).

(Use ’..’ for specifying a search range as ’2006-09-01..2006-09-02’. )
B.) In addition to the condition A.), search frames whose data types are OB-

JECT.
C.) In addition to the condition B.), search frames within 5 arcmin in radius

from the center of ’Abell 2390’.
(Enter ’Abell 2390’ into ”Object Name” and click the ”Resolve” button. Then

the object coordinate (RA, Dec) is displayed in the box. After confirmation of the
display, press the ”Search” button.)

Answer: A.) B.) C.)

2.)Download requested data.
A.) On the result page of 1.)-C.), mark checkboxes of the two frames, whose ID’s

correspond to ’MCSA00038477’ and ’MCSA00038478’, and request these frames
on the Data Request Form. In this exercise, select ”Not Compress” for the Data
Compression option on the Data Request Form. Then download them with the
command ’wget’ to the directory ’∼/moircs/data/obj/’. (for more details, see the
attached paper ’How to download data from the SMOKA server’)

Hint: you can download data easily as follows,
(prompt)% $cd ; mkdir -p moircs/data/obj
(prompt)% $cd moircs/data/obj
(prompt)% $wget · · ·

B.) Estimate md5 checksum of each object frame downloaded in the exer-
cise A.) and check the consistency with the values written in the file ’useridM-
MDDxxxxxxXX.md5’. (In order to estimate md5 checksum, use the command



”md5sum”.)

3.)After pressing ”Reset to defaults” on the Advanced Search page, search frames
with following, answer the number of frames and download the frames to
’∼/moircs/data/std/’.

·Instruments → select MOIRCS
·Observation Mode → select IMAG
·Data Type → select all data types
·Object Name → input ”FS103”
·Radius(arcmin) → input ”5.0”
·Frame ID → input ’>=MCSA00039115’ (in order to address frames-id 39115

or more)

Answer: frames

Note:
1.)When you search frames, your computer might store a previous searching

condition due to Cookies. If so, press the ”Reset to defaults” button to initialize.
2.)In actual analysis, it is important to select downloaded data through some

inspection such as visual checking. Do not have implicit faith on searching
results or header information of fits.


